Experimental By Nature: Rice Farmers in Ghana
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A project in Ghana tried to encourage government extension agents to change their attitudes. Instead of merely teaching new techniques, they were supposed to engage rice farmers in a two-way learning experience. The extension agents accepted some of the project philosophy, but they still thought that the goal of the project was to teach new technology to farmers, rather than to encourage farmer learning and innovation. Even so, the farmers actually did experiment, because it is in their human nature to do so. Some project staff, especially the researchers, did gain more appreciation for farmer experiments. In the future, participatory research should be done with more active involvement from the researchers, instead of leaving much of the daily work in the hands of extensionists.
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Introduction

In 1940, British mycologist and novelist E. C. Large reviewed the previous 200 years of research on plant pathology. Large was a scientist with a great respect for Louis Pasteur, Anton De Bary, the Rev. Miles Berkeley, and other earlier scientists. Yet, he noted in a matter-of-fact tone that in 1750 Mathieu Tillet encouraged French peasants to do experiments on wheat bunts (a type of fungal disease), to convince them that the disease was contagious. He wrote approvingly that H. Marshall Ward worked in the field with coffee planters in Ceylon to solve coffee wilt in the 1870s. Large sneered at those British scientists who took decades to find a cure for potato late blight (which triggered the Irish potato famine), partly because they sent their assistants to do the fieldwork, instead of going to on-farm trials themselves. He notes how Professor Pierre-Marie-Alexis Millardet got the idea for Bordeaux mix (fungicide) by observing the local practice of spraying copper sulfate on grapes near paths to discourage people walking by from snatching grapes. The estate manager, Ernest David, agreed to do experiments for the professor in the 1870s, leading to the wildly successful fungicide still used today (Large 1940). All of this would now be called “farmer participatory research,” but Large simply called it research. Jules Pretty (1991) also described how formal research in Britain was all done on farms in Victorian times. In the late 19th and early 20th century, United States scientists routinely performed agricultural trials on the farms of collaborating growers (Campbell, Peterson, and Griffith 1999).

About the time that Large was writing, seed companies in the United States were creating hybrid maize seed, curtailing decades of local research on open pollinated varieties. Farmers would now reap higher yields if they reared hybrid maize, but they would have to buy the seed every year (Kloppenburg 1988).

International research centers based the green revolution on conventional, scientific plant breeding for high yielding varieties that would respond to [mineral] fertilizers. As research became more compartmentalized and reductionist, the intermediate goals (e.g., publishing in peer reviewed journals) became more immediate than the ultimate goals of finding solutions to farmers’ problems.

Research shifted to experimental stations where real world messiness could be kept to a minimum. Scientists could reach the station quicker, saving costs. The flat, uniform land made replication easier, and the crops were tended by workers who followed out scientists’ instructions faithfully and would not, for example, harvest the crop before the data could be gathered.

By the 1980s, agricultural scientists had so little contact with farmers that a new generation of writers, many of them social scientists, began to rediscover farmer experiments. At first, it was enough to simply observe that farmers did
The FFS uses weekly sessions with groups of about 25 farmers “from seed to harvest” to stimulate experiential learning (Gallagher 2003; Winarto 2004). But neither the PRA nor the FFS were designed for agricultural research. The PRA was basically a method for social research. The FFS started as an extension method in Indonesia in the 1980s to teach integrated pest management, although it was later adapted for research (Nelson et al. 2001).

**A Pragmatic Innovation**

By the 1990s, there was still not an established protocol for actually doing research with farmers, and few scientists were convinced of its value. Thus, it was an innovation in the late 1990s, when two young agronomists, who had had earlier experience with farmers in Mali, devoted a year to working with two villages in Côte d’Ivoire, spending nearly two days a week in the field, discussing rice with farmers and learning from each other. For example, the scientists and the farmers realized that the biggest problem (in these villages) was drainage. So they dug a drainage ditch and built some bunds (small ridges of earth) to distribute the water evenly. It was also important that the scientists were from an international agricultural center (WARDA, now AfricaRice). They called their farmer-friendly approach “PLAR” (participatory learning and action research) (Defoer and Wopereis 2007).

**Brief Project History**

The PADS project (Participatory Adaptation and Diffusion of Technologies for Rice-Based Systems) began in 2000, hosted at the Africa Rice Center (AfricaRice, a member of the CGIAR—Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research), then headquartered in Côte d’Ivoire, with project activities there and in The Gambia, Ghana, and Guinea. It was designed to use the PLAR approach, where extension agents would hold weekly sessions with farmers over the course of the rice growing season and encourage farmers to experiment with a range of techniques (Defoer and Wopereis 2007). A manual for extensionists explained how to encourage small-scale experiments with various technical options, including timing of land preparation, mineral fertilizer doses and times of application, water management, new rice varieties, and various ways to control weeds. The manual had 28 modules, chapters corresponding to weekly sessions with farmers (Defoer et al. 2004). When Bentley read the manual, he thought it was written so clearly that the readers would easily grasp the main point: that the farmers would try the suggestions they liked and fine-tune some of them qualitatively.

This progressive approach would have seemed revolutionary in 1980, but would have seemed common 100 years earlier. By the 2000s, it added useful research protocols and a practical attitude to an idea that was fashionable but in fact not often implemented: farmers could be involved in research. The PLAR adopted much of the philosophy of the PRA (e.g., respect for local agendas and spending long periods of
time in villages). The PLAR adopted weekly meetings and a seed-to-harvest approach from FFS, but gave farmers more encouragement to conduct experiments in their own fields on whatever topic they thought relevant for them.

The PLAR also bears some resemblance to another approach, called CIAL (committee for local agricultural research), which is better known in Latin America. Like the CIAL, PLAR organizes farmers to experiment around specific themes (Ashby et al. 2000). Similarities between the CIAL and the PLAR were unintentional and the creators of the PLAR did not use the CIAL as a model (Wopereis, personal communication, 2008). The two approaches have a different philosophy of experimentation; the CIAL encourages farmers to experiment in formal, community-level trials, and then a committee of farmers reports back to the community, while the PLAR tries to spark farmers to do more varied, individual experiments and works with 20 or 30 farmers instead of a committee of five.

PLAR sessions are supported by a facilitator, and they are designed with a healthy respect for farmer knowledge, especially for the qualitative and idiosyncratic way that farmers experiment. This understanding comes partly from reading Paul Richards’ accounts of rice farmers’ experiments in West Africa (e.g., Richards 1986, 1989a). Unlike the FFS, with a group learning plot, PLAR encourages each farmer to experiment on a small portion of his or her own land. PLAR presents farmers with new ideas every week, which each farmer is free to try (or not) at home. So one farmer may test ideas one, three, and five, while another tries numbers three, four, and seven. Thus, in the PLAR, farmers test more than one variable at a time, in the same treatment, in contrast to scientific method but wholly consistent with the way farmers normally test new ideas (Saad 2002).

The PADS project was influenced by some of the original creators of the PLAR, who thought that the project would encourage farmer experiments. The leaders of the PADS project at the international level accepted this, but the grassroots extension agents were never quite convinced that farmers could or should experiment. They saw the project as a way of simply teaching farmers how to grow rice more intensively.

Skeptical Extension Agents

However, in 2008, the project’s final evaluation team documented various farmer experiments (see Table 1). Occasionally, the facilitators (extension agents) did show a regard for farmer experiments, for example in the town of Biemso Number 1, in the Ashanti region, the facilitators and farmers explained how they had learned together that rice should be transplanted when the seedlings were just two weeks old, not two or three. Farmers observed that if they started transplanting when the rice nursery was three weeks old, they did not finish transplanting until the rice was four weeks old, and by then, the seedlings were too big. The extensionists agreed. But in most other cases, extensionists failed to see the reason behind farmers’ changes in the technology.

For example, researchers, extensionists, and farmers in the Western Region, Ghana, all knew that farmers had not adopted transplanting in lines, and they all knew the reason why (transplanting in lines takes more time). The farmers in the west were Ewe-speaking migrants from the Volta region towards the east of Ghana. They had brought lowland rice cultivation with them to the Western Region. (Lowland rice is more intensive and has greater water management, although rain-fed upland rice had been grown previously in Western Ghana.) Before the PADS Project, they were already transplanting rice, however even after the PLAR training, they did not plant it in lines (Antwi Dei 2007). Although their planting style was basically geometrical, with each rice hill an equal distance from its neighbors, all project staff called it “haphazard” or “random” transplanting, reflecting and conveying a negative bias against it.

In Bandema, Upper East, a farmer named Lamisi, who had facilitated two groups herself, recalled an experiment she had done with three small plots of land, of equal size, fertilized with animal manure and chemical fertilizer. She even had a control group with no fertilizer. It was actually more like a formal trial than a typical farmer experiment. Just as she finished explaining it, one of the extension agents who had sat quietly through three meetings laughed at her. “Their own experiment!,” he snickered.

When the evaluators asked farmers what they had learned from extensionists, they could typically talk for an hour with no further questions. But when the question was reversed (what did facilitators learn from farmers?), both groups typically responded with a blank look, as though the question made no sense to them. Even when pressed, most extensionists could not name a single example of something they had learned from farmers. Sometimes the extension agents mentioned a social topic (e.g., “the importance of working with a united group”), but it was difficult for them to conceive of learning something about agriculture from farmers.

The extensionists made at least one important change in the way they conducted the PLAR; instead of each farmer having an experimental plot, there was one demonstration plot with the extensionist in charge of the design. This gave the extension agents more control over the experiment and downplayed the role of the farmers. Essentially, this change stripped independent farmer experiments from the project.

The extensionists actually missed opportunities to learn from farmers. In group discussions with the authors, project staff consistently led farmers to discuss how their yields had improved with the project. Higher yields can increase returns to land, but in Ghana, land was not usually the limiting factor of production. Farmers and staff acknowledged that land was abundant in most of Ghana, labor was scarce, and capital was even scarcer. Farmers in West Africa are often not motivated to adopt land-saving technology unless they have access to markets and without some previous development that enhances the value of the land. The land is often not as valuable as it seems (Erenstein 2006).
In Yilonayili in the Northern Region, we mentioned labor, and the farmers became quite animated. Planting in lines and transplanting both require more labor. In obvious frustration, one elder raised his voice and complained, “Everyone is busy [at planting time]” (meaning that it was hard to hire labor for planting). The facilitator leading the discussion did not realize that this was a valid expression of research demand (i.e., the farmer was saying that new technologies must not increase labor demands). Instead, the facilitator chided the grey-haired farmer for his remarks and told him to reflect on how his yields were now higher.

Often the evaluators had to probe, because (in stark contrast to the PLAR philosophy) farmers and extensionists hesitated to even admit that they had changed the technology. For example, in Champe, Northern Region, an extensionist said he had taught the group to plant in a straight line by following a piece of twine. Right on cue, a farmer brought out a large roll of blue plastic string, wrapped around a stick. Both twine and stick seemed remarkably clean for tools which were supposedly used in the soil. The evaluators asked whether or not the farmers found the ball of string tedious to use. “No,” the extension agent said, not waiting.

### Table 1. Adaptations of Technology by Project Farmers in Ghana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original project idea</th>
<th>Farmer adaptation</th>
<th>Reason farmers made the change</th>
<th>Sites documented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transplant seedlings at two to three weeks</td>
<td>Transplant seedlings at two weeks</td>
<td>When farmers started transplanting at three weeks, by the time they finished, the plants were four weeks old and too big to transplant.</td>
<td>Biemso No. 1, Ashanti Region and elsewhere (the extensionists generally did appreciate this innovation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct seeding with a dibble</td>
<td>Direct seeding with hoes</td>
<td>Farmers already had the hoes and knew how to use them. They could easily dig a hole with one hand and flick seed in from a bowl held in their other hand.</td>
<td>Karni, Upper West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake a long piece of twine across the field. Plant along it to keep the furrow straight.</td>
<td>Direct seed without a guide line</td>
<td>The line was too much work to move, and farmers could plant in straight lines without it.</td>
<td>Champe, Northern Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transplant in lines</td>
<td>Transplant uniformly</td>
<td>Farmers can plant rice much faster, All three sites in saving on labor, if they plant the seedlings uniformly, at an equal distance and not in lines.</td>
<td>Western Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct seeding</td>
<td>Refilling bare spots. Farmers wait for the rice to germinate, then return and pluck plants from hills with too many, transplanting them to places where seed did not sprout.</td>
<td>Increases yields (probably based on an earlier farmer practice of filling in bare spots following broadcasting of seed)</td>
<td>Karni, Upper West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dig a pit and bury crop residues for composting†</td>
<td>Manure and household refuse as organic fertilizer</td>
<td>Saves the labor of digging the pit</td>
<td>Bandema, Upper East; Busa, Upper West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dig a pit, haul weeds and other organic matter to the pit, compost it, and then haul it back to the field†</td>
<td>Piling cut weeds in small mounds in the field, covered with soil, as compost</td>
<td>Saves much labor for digging and hauling</td>
<td>Karni, Upper West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compost, organic fertilizer</td>
<td>Animal manure applied to patches in the field where the soil had a crusty white surface</td>
<td>Farmers noticed that rice would not grow in white soil, but manure improved it (and they did not have enough manure for the whole field).</td>
<td>Bandema, Upper East</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†The compost pit was not part of the original PLAR curriculum. The compost pit is an inappropriate technology, which was introduced later by a project staff member.
for the farmers to reply, “a child holds each end of the twine and moves it for them.” Later, the evaluators took one of the farmers aside who admitted that with a little practice, they had soon learned to plant in straight lines without following a string. This saved time and labor, so it was a useful adaptation, exactly the kind of fine-tuning that the PLAR is designed to encourage, yet the facilitators had so misunderstood the project intent that they acted like extension agents who wanted to teach a new technique and unlike facilitators who should have encouraged such changes. In Mali, however, PADS Project staff members were more open to farmer experiments and encouraged more of them (Van Mele et al. n.d.).

Researchers Get the Point

Although few extensionists valued farmer experiments, researchers on the other hand were more likely to do so. For example, project staff in Ghana met Ibrahim Tanko in Tanokrom, a village of migrants who have settled in Ashanti Region; Mr. Tanko became frustrated with birds eating his rice. He set up fishing nets around his small rice field and noticed that birds avoided it. Birds swooping into the field became tangled in the net, which then discouraged other birds from coming. Researchers are now making a video of the technology to show to other farmers. Mr. Tanko had not taken the PLAR. Instead, he and his neighbors had seen and discussed four videos on rice seed from Bangladesh (translated into Twi) (see Van Mele 2006). The point is that the Ghanaian researchers appreciated his innovation with the bird nets, and their attitude was influenced by their experience with PLARGhanaian researchers on the PADS project also observed a farmer practice called “rice ratooning” (harvesting the rice and leaving the base of the plants in the field to grow new grain). The researchers tested ratooning in a formal experiment at Crops Research Institute (CRI), concluding that ratooning was indeed feasible in humid lowland areas in parts of southern Ghana.

Sometimes the Technology is Appropriate

Of course, farmers do not always modify or invent technology. Sometimes they learn a new idea, which they can adopt as is because it is already appropriate. In the PADS project, several technologies were adopted essentially the way the extensionists taught them (Table 2). One of the most dramatic adoptions was direct seeding with three to four seeds per hole. In village after village, farmers explained in a tone of amazement how they learned that just three to four seeds per hill used less than half the seed they had previously used and that yields were actually higher. “We used plenty of seed, and the plants were so small.” It is counter-intuitive that using less seed will yield more, but farmers saw that with fewer seeds per hill, each individual plant was more vigorous and grew larger panicles.

What farmers chose to adopt was often influenced by the natural or economic environment. For example, they opted for herbicides if they had some money and if they perceived labor to be scarce—especially in more commercial rice-farming areas like the Western Region. These farmers also adopted chemical fertilizer. While all farmers knew that chemical fertilizer increased yields, the farmers in the Western Region were the only ones renting land (average landholding one hectare) at commercial rates (Antwi Dei 2007). For them, land was a scarce resource and increasing yields by buying fertilizer made economic sense.
Farmers adopted bunding and field leveling in irrigated rice, because the bunds around and through the field helped to impound the water in small sections within the field, and, hence, to hold the water evenly in each section, especially if the land was smooth and level. On the other hand, in rain-fed lowland areas, project farmers tended to make no bunds (or to make them lower and to put fewer bunds in the field) because in dryer fields, farmers were more interested in simply getting water to reach as much of the field as possible, and there was less water to hold within the bunds. However, placing three to four seeds per hole was a new option for direct seeding, which is practiced in rain-fed areas (which are not transplanted), so farmers in rain-fed upland areas adopted this idea.

**Failure to Communicate**

When project technologies were ready for adoption, the PLAR sessions handily convinced the farmer groups to use the new techniques. This experience may have also reinforced extensionists’ idea that the PLAR was for teaching, not research. In spite of an excellent manual, training, and leadership from headquarters, the project was still not able to fully communicate its philosophy to its staff. In Ghana, the project facilitators were actually extension agents for the Ministry of Food and Agriculture.

The extensionists were carrying certain mental baggage: they wanted to work with farmers in small groups and teach them to produce more food and to increase their incomes. This may sound paternalistic, but there are worse motivations than wanting to teach people useful knowledge. The extensionists were bright, personable young people. By the time we visited the project, some of them were back at the university earning higher degrees. Some of them left their studies temporarily to take long bus trips back to their old field sites, to visit with us and see their old worksites again. The extensionists could speak English and the local language (which varied from place to place). Most of them spoke several languages. They lived in the villages and clearly liked the farmers.

In Ghana, some extension agents perform services for farmers outside of their official tasks. For example, they may buy inputs (like herbicide) for farmers and bring them out to the village. The farmer pays for the materials, but enjoys the convenience of shopping without going to town.

Both the farmers and the extension agents are satisfied with this paternalistic relationship, and in formal interviews with foreign visitors, usually through translators (who occasionally are themselves the extension agents), the farmers and the extension agent act their parts, with the extensionists portraying themselves as the bringer of new ideas and the farmers acting as faithful adopters.

Remarkably, the extension agents and the farmers never seem to have understood that the project intended to encourage farmer experiments. The extensionists thought that the evaluators wanted to hear that the farmers had simply adopted every novelty they were taught. Occasionally the extension agents blurted out that the farmers were "difficult" and refused to adopt some technologies. The farmers themselves were usually reluctant to admit that they had changed the extensionists’ recommendations, only discussing the change listed in Table 1 when pressed to do so. As David Mosse (2005) observed in India, impoverished farmers are eager to enter into paternalistic relations with extension agents (or other outsiders), motivated by the small amounts of materials they may receive (e.g., seeds and fertilizer), besides the new information, not to mention the prestige that comes from working with outsiders.

In the end, in Ghana, the farmers did indeed adapt the technologies to their own conditions, as they always do, even though the extensionists did not want them to, but ironically, exactly as the authors of the manual and the project coordinator hoped they would. So the project came full circle. Smallholder farmers are experimental by nature. People experiment more productively when given techniques to try (e.g., a new planting style). Basic scientific information alone, uncoupled from a technology, does not always inspire farmer experiments (Bentley 2006; Bentley et al. 2006).

In fairness to the extension staff, most of the technologies invented by farmers in Ghana were so subtle they were difficult to notice (see Sumberg and Okali 1997). Although some of the innovations from this project (e.g., transplanting after two weeks, direct seeding with a hoe and transplanting without twine, making compost in piles in the field instead of in a pit) could become part of the future curriculum.

**Positive Results**

Not all innovations need be tested scientifically. If farmers say they can plant in lines without following a piece of blue string, and if an independent observer can see that the rice is indeed in a line, then the local people no doubt can plant a straight line freehand. AfricaRice turned some local innovations from the PADS project into radio scripts and shared them through the Canadian NGO, Farm Radio International, with 300 partner radios across rural Africa. Of the radio scripts that they offered to African stations, the ones from the PADS project were among the ones that rural radio staff most often chose to broadcast. Because the PADS ideas had been filtered by farmers, they appealed to the staff of small, local stations who know what their audience wants to listen to.

The project had at least three positive results in Ghana. First, in several pilot villages, farmers are still enthusiastically using the techniques they learned in the PLAR, especially bunding of irrigated rice and planting just three or four seeds to a hole: less seed yields a greater harvest. All 20 of the trained villagers in Bandema adopted rice nurseries and transplanting as a result of the project (Kaburi 2007).

Second, at least some staff (researchers more than extensionists) became sensitive to farmer innovations, appreciating, for example, the nets frightening birds. And third, after the project, one of the former facilitators started his own radio talk show through the Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MoFA). The former PLAR facilitator heads the program and appears...
frequently on the air. The show is broadcast one hour a week in the Fanti dialect of the Twi language from a station covering most of the Western Region. The radio host talks about agriculture but especially rice. He talks for 15 minutes, and for the next 45 minutes, farmers call in with comments and questions. “The show is a lot like a PLAR, with talking first and then farmers’ comments and questions,” the facilitator explained.

There are 2,000 farmers for every extension agent in Ghana, so only a fraction of the farmers will ever have much direct contact with extensionists. Mass media can help keep the learning content of a consistent, high quality, and get it to a large audience (see also examples in Van Mele, Salahuddin, and Magor 2005). In the future, face-to-face approaches like PLAR should be combined with media in other ways. The farmers and extension agents who have had an experience like PLAR can appear on camera or on the air to discuss what they learned for a larger audience (Van Mele et al. 2007; Zossou et al. 2009). After writing the first draft of this paper, AfricaRice went on to do just that. They filmed four videos (in Mali) with farmers who had experimented with new rice techniques in the PADS project. The farmers spoke on-camera and demonstrated their ideas in the field. The videos were soon translated into various African languages for use by grassroots organizations and farmers or to broadcast them on television. The videos can be seen on http://www.africarice.org/warda/guide-video.asp.

**Conclusion**

As linguist Steven Pinker (1994) writes, beginning as children, humans talk because they must. Just as humans have a language instinct, they have technology instinct (Mithen 1996). Like people in all walks of life, farmers cannot resist tinkering with new techniques. They will do this whether outsiders tell them to or not, regardless of any project or agency’s philosophy. Farmers are experimenters, no matter what happens, even if outsiders do not encourage them to do so.

Wolpert (2000) argues that science is an elite social institution, with members of a certain intellectual class with an affinity for the counter-intuitive. His argument may be overstated, but development projects are also elite social institutions, peoples not just by scientists but by various other groups as well, each with their own agenda. As Mosse (2005) observed on a project in India, the farmers wanted to be clients of the project. The grassroots extension agents wanted to get on with the daily work of delivering seed, information, and materials. Research scientists wanted to publish and create novel ideas (including new plant varieties). The social scientists wanted to promote “participation” not quite realizing at the time that the other actors on the project were already busy trying to “participate” by putting forward their own goals. All of these groups (social and agricultural scientists, extensionists, and even farmers) occasionally had to reframe their agenda in tune with the frequent policy changes coming from London.

The PADS project was also a complex setting, where people could create their own tensions or simply talk past each other. As renowned anthropologist Mary Douglas (1987) observed, people in complex organizations are not robots; they form their own opinions and are capable of following their own agendas.

From about 1940 to 1980 when scientists drifted away from direct contact with farmers, extensionists (who had existed in Switzerland, France, Germany, Britain, and the United States since the mid-19th century) (Jones 1981) became a model copied in many tropical countries. Although extension in Africa began with colonial agricultural departments in the late 1800s and with missionary farms (Jones and Garforth 1997), most African countries began extension in the 1960s, 1970s, or even 1980s, mostly with United States assistance (Birmingham 1999). The extensionists became social intermediaries between scientists and farmers.

Perhaps it was unrealistic of the PADS project to expect the extensionists to conduct on-farm research or stimulate farmers to experiment, since the extensionists are not researchers themselves. Perhaps farmer research should be facilitated by researchers, not by extensionists. However, there was also a mistake with the project design: too little attention was given to documenting useful innovations from the PLAR villages and reporting them to other colleagues on the project. Scientists should be more involved with participatory research, not just to improve the research but also because lengthy contact with farmers (and extensionists) enriches scientists’ understanding. Farmers may make observations that scientists would miss, like ratooning in Ghana. For many scientists, spending time in the field has become a luxury, and intermediate goals, like publications, workshops, and committees, have become more important than solving problems. An approach like PLAR can give scientists enough structure to work productively with farmers in the field, although researchers should be more careful to report results to other farmers and other scientists.
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